
Grownups Guide

HangArt is for: Children 
ages 5 and up

This guide is for: 
Teachers, parents, and 
caregivers 

What is HangArt?
HangArt is an IOS and Android app that puts an artful twist on the classic word game Hangman. 
Children ages 5 and up use the building blocks of spelling, writing, art, and storytelling to 
play hangman, draw pictures, and tell stories in a literacy playground stocked with 200 
Kindergarten through Grade 3 sight words and original illustrations. 

Play Hangman with sight 
words and pictures.

Draw pictures in the 
Word Gallery.

Record stories in the 
Story Studio.

Build a Foundation for the CCSS: 
RF.K.1 • RF.K.3c • RL.K.10b •  

SL.K-3.5 • RF.1-3.4c • SL.2-3.5

Enter a Three-Step Literacy Playground

Why Is Learning Through Play Important?
“Play is essential for learning at any age,  
and when kids are just learning the ins and 
outs of reading and writing, play is absolutely 
crucial. That is why I am so excited for 
HangArt. This learning app is just what we 
parents and teachers are hoping for—a 
research-based, carefully chosen, playful 
experience that supports key literacy skills. ”

Patty McGee, 
Literacy Advisor
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Play Centers

Play Hangman with 200 
originally illustrated sight 
words.

Draw pictures of won words 
with a custom drawing tool in 
Word Gallery.

Create, narrate, and playback 
illustrated stories in Story 
Studio.

Strengthen handwriting skills 
with upper and lowercase 
tracing in Letter Practice.

Educational Features
Recognize, practice, 
and learn to read sight 
words. 

Practice handwriting 
skills with Castledown, 

“a custom font designed to 
help kids learn to read and 
write.”  

Sound out letters and 
words with the support 
of kid voiceovers. 

Build a growth 
mindset that identifies 
challenging words and 

rewards effort with a self-
rating feature. 

Other Features
Two-player Hangman to 
encourage co-play and 

family engagement. 

Achievement Awards 
for spelling, drawing, 
and storytelling. 

Unique analytics about 
sight word learning 
in the Grownups 
Dashboard. 

Culturally rich, diverse 
illustrations created by 
HangArt’s artist in the 
HangArt drawing tool.

Reinterprets the 
traditional “hangman” 
as a man who hangs 
from a monkey or 

parallel bar, falling off when 
you lose a word!

Supports English 
Language Learners.ELL

“Rapid recognition 
of sight words is a 

key foundation skill that 
supports the development of 
reading fluency.”   —National 
Institute of Child Health and 

Human Development

HangArt Highlights

Sight Words
Sight words are common words that children are expected to memorize in order to 
learn to read and write at a particular grade level. It was created specifically for use by 
elementary aged school children. 



Try these simple ideas to help children 
maximize sight word learning.

• Children who need additional support can 
use the Hint button or select “First Letter” 
or “Last Letter” mode in the Option menu. 

• Encourage children to play using lower-case 
letters (rather than just uppercase letters). 
They can ask themselves: Do I recognize this 
letter? What sound does it make?

• Guide children to use context clues to guess 
words. Ask: How many blanks are there? 
Can the picture clues and letters help you 
predict your word? Can the double vowels, 
consonants, or word families help you? 

• Push children to challenge themselves during 
gameplay. They can ask themselves: Can I do 
this without additional hints? Can I solve this 
word with fewer mistakes? How about solving 
it in less then fifteen seconds? 

Play Hangman

Extend Learning
Research shows that handwriting is an important tool 
for learning. Children can practice their letters and 
handwriting in the Letter Practice activity area of 
HangArt which features the Castledown font. This font 
was nominated by London’s Design Museum as a design  
of the year in 2014. This sans-serif, dyslexic-friendly font 
is shaped similarly to the way kids naturally write and was 
created specifically for use by elementary students. 

Little Word Learners play visual hangman alone or with a friend or family member! Each 
sight word comes with an original illustration that is gradually revealed as a reward for 
correct letter guesses. After they win a word, children can trace it and rate its difficulty. 

Learning through Play: This play center encourages children to use images and other 
context clues to predict grade-level sight words. (RL.K.10b, RF.1-3.4c)

Aa

Ask curious learners to identify 
sight words in their native 
language and encourage them 

to share their findings. They can use 
the following sentence frames to 
request support: I don’t know what ___ 
means. What does ___ mean?

ELL



Word Gallery

Extend Learning 
Explore the playback feature in the Word Gallery with children.  It allows users to watch 
a step-by-step playback of how each illustration in the app has been created—whether 
it is one by HangArt’s artist Kavita Ramchandran or one that they have added to their 
Word Gallery. This playback demystifies the drawing process and is an instructional tool 
that pushes kids to explore and celebrate their own drawing potential. 

Try these simple ideas to support children’s 
creativity.

• Ask children to create their own drawings 
and invite them to describe their art. Ask: 
What did you draw? What do you like most 
about your drawing? Why did you pick those 
colors?

• Help children to plan ahead: What word are 
you going to illustrate? How will you draw 
that word? What colors do you need?  
Where should you begin?

• Encourage children to talk about how 
creating their own art will help them to 
remember sight words. Ask: Why did you 
chose to create this drawing? What story 
does this picture tell about the word? 

• After children create their picture cards, 
help them connect the game’s illustrations  
to their own. Ask: How are your pictures 
similar to the pictures in the game? How are 
they different?

Art is a universal language. 
Encourage children to use 
their own words to describe 

illustrations and make meaning of the 
sight words. They can even create 
picture cards where they write their 
winning words in English and their 
native language. 

ELL

Emerging artists can watch playbacks 
of their won words and companion 
illustrations! Then, they can draw, save, 
and playback their own drawings

Learning Through Play: This play 
center allows children to add their 
own drawings for solved words, 
encouraging them to provide additional 
detail and clarify ideas. (SL.K-3.5)

“Research 
indicates that a 

child who is exposed to 
the arts acquires a special 

ability to think creatively, be 
original, discover, innovate, and 

create intellectual property—key 
attributes for individual success 

and social prosperity in the 
21st century. “

 —International Child 
Art Foundation



Try these simple ideas to help your child 
create their stories. 

• Before they begin recording, ask children to 
take a few minutes to imagine the story they 
could create with their pictures. Help them 
to arrange the picture cards in a sequence 
using words such as first, next, then, and at 
the end or finally. 

• If children have trouble getting started, 
suggest that they start with the most classic 
story starter of all, “Once upon a time...” 
When time permits, you can sit with children 
to go through their favorite books and make 
a list of engaging first lines. 

• Use the Story Studio to create and record 
round-robin stories. A round robin story 
is one where each person takes a turn to 
tell a line of a story. This is a great activity 
for collaboration between children in 
classrooms. It can also be a fun whole family 
activity. 

Story Studio

Extend Learning
If your child enjoyed playing and learning with HangArt, he or she might also like the 

following games:

Rory’s Story Cubes: This game is a pocket-sized 
creative story generator. Users roll the dice with 
different characters and create a story of their 
own, inspired by the images. 
How to Tell a Story: This whimsically illustrated, 
144-page book comes with 20 six-sided story 
cubes that provide all you need to craft more 
than a million stories. 

Children can make up stories in 
their native languages, then go 
back and edit the stories and 

rerecord them in English. They can 
use the following sentence frames to 
scaffold their story-making: This story 
is about ___. First, the character ___. 
Then, he/she ___. In the end, ___. 

ELL

Young Storytellers shake up their imagination to create playable picture stories! They 
stitch together narratives by organizing randomly generated images and words from 
their Word Gallery, then recording an audio clip for each image. 

Learning Through Play: This play center encourages children to use a combination of 
drawing and dictating to narrate several loosely linked words or events. (SL.2-3.5)



Learning Through Play

Play Hangman
Read common high-frequency 
words by sight. RF.K.1

Demonstrate understanding 
of the organization and basic 
features of print. RF.K.3c 
Follow words from left to right 
RF.K.3c

Recognize that written words 
are mode of sequences of letters

Understand that words are 
separated by spaces in print 
RF.K.3c

Recognize and name all upper-
and lowercase letters of the 
alphabet RF.K.3c

Use illustrations and context to 
make predictions about text. 
RL.K.10b

Use context to confirm or self-
correct word recognition and 
understanding, rereading as 
necessary. RF.1.4c, RF.2.4c

Word Gallery
Add drawings or other visual 
displays to descriptions as 
desired to provide additional 
detail. SL.K.5

Add drawings or other visual 
displays to descriptions as 
desired to clarify ideas, thoughts 
and feelings. SL.1.5

Create audio recordings of 
stories or poems; add drawings 
or other visual displays to stories 
or recounts of experiences when 
appropriate to clarify ideas, 
thoughts, and feelings. SL.2.5

Create engaging audio 
recordings of stories or poems 
that demonstrate fluid reading 
at an understandable pace; add 
visual displays when appropriate 
to emphasize or enhance certain 
facts or details. SL.3.5

Story Studio
Use a combination of drawing, 
dictating, and writing to narrate 
a single event or several loosely 
linked events, tell about the 
events in the order in which they 
occurred, and provide a reaction 
to what happened. W.K.3

Create audio recordings of 
stories or poems; add drawings 
or other visual displays to stories 
or recounts of experiences when 
appropriate to clarify ideas, 
thoughts, and feelings. SL.2.5

Create engaging audio 
recordings of stories or poems 
that demonstrate fluid reading 
at an understandable pace; add 
visual displays when appropriate 
to emphasize or enhance certain 
facts or details. SL.3.5

Built-in Analytics 
Use the Grownups Dashboard to obtain analytics about 
children’s progress and to support their learning. Here, 
you can access the list of unsolved or “lost” sight words. 
Then, practice these sight words with children by spelling 
them, playing Hangman, or writing the words on a sheet 
of paper and asking your child to trace the words’ outline. 
You can also view children’s most recent activities. 

HangArt supports key learning standards for reading, writing, and literacy. Our play centers are 
aligned to Common Core State Standards for children in Kindergarten through Grade 3. 



Around the World with HangArt  
Many of the illustrations for the sight words featured in HangArt were inspired by global history 
and culture. Share the stories behind our most beloved picture cards with children. 

farmer

horse

make

Cesar Chavez was a Mexican-
American farm worker who stood 

up for the rights of all farm workers 
and helped them get better wages 

and safer work conditions.   

In Greek mythology, this huge, 
hollow wooden horse is known as the 
Trojan Horse. It was built as a hiding 

place for soldiers who fought  
in the Trojan war. 

This drawing was inspired by the 
Maker Faire Movement, which 

“celebrates arts, crafts, engineering, 
science projects and the  

Do-It-Yourself (DIY) mindset.”

This skyline of Dubai, a city in the 
United Arab Emirates, shows Bhuj 
Khalifa, the tallest building in the 

world. 

King Akbar (which means “great”) 
was one of the most powerful 

emperors of India from 1556 to 
1605. He was a patron of the arts 

and culture. 

Inspired by “The Thinker,” this shows 
a bronze sculpture made by the 

famous French artist Auguste Rodin 
in 1880. Many versions of it  

are found all over the world. 

This word shows a popular toy of 
both Native American Seneca tribes 

and homesteader pioneers of the 
1860s. The corn husk doll is made 
out of the dried corn cob leaves. 

The Great Sphinx of Gaza is the 
oldest known monumental sculpture 

and is believed to have been built  
in 2500 BC Egypt. 

In 1930, Mahatma Gandhi walked 
240 miles to protest British colonial 

policies. This Indian leader’s act  
of civil disobedience inspired  

Martin Luther King Jr. 

city

king

think

doll

old

walk



Drawing in HangArt

HangArt’s illustrations were mindfully created to act as “sliding glass doors, windows, and 
mirrors” for children, reflecting the rich diversity of our world today. 

Extend Learning 
Encourage children to use the range of colors and 
brushes available in the Word Gallery’s drawing tool to 
create drawings that reflect themselves and the world 
around them. 



Meet HangArt’s Literacy Advisor: Patty McGee

We educators have discovered that one of 
the most important things that can help kids 
learn to read and write is a bank of words that 
they can recognize in a snap. In the world of 
education, we call those words snap words, 
sight words, or high-frequency words. 

The words in HangArt were intentionally 
chosen to support the sight word learning that 
happens in Kindergarten through grade 3. 
Using these words in multiple contexts allows 
students to not only learn the word, but to own 
it, making it part of their personal word banks!

For centuries, children and grownups have 
played the classic game of Hangman. It is not 
only fun, but also a great tool for helping kids 
practice and learn new words. 

In HangArt, kids play a new kind of hangman 
game where sight words are paired with 
illustrations. These illustrations create a 
context for the word, offering visual and audio 
clues that can sometimes even help in solving 
the word. This type of gameplay has something 
to offer to all kinds of learners: visual, 
kinesthetic, and auditory! 

We all know that words are not meant to live 
all alone—they are meant to be with other 
words in stories and books. In HangArt, kids 
do just that with their “won words.”  Once a 
word is won, it is traced in a font designed for 
the specific purpose of helping kids become 
stronger readers and writer. From there, 
kids can move into the Word Gallery for an 
artful experience where they use the same 
tools our illustrator used to create their very 
own drawings. In the Story Studio, players 

are given a collection of picture/word cards 
to inspire their own storytelling.  They then 
record their story to match the pictures and 
HangArt captures this.  I like to think of it as an 
audio time capsule!

As a teacher of teachers,  I spend my days in 
classrooms with children (and their teachers) 
and have learned so much about how people 
learn.  One thing I know for sure: Play is 
essential for learning at any age., and when 
kids are just learning the ins and outs of 
reading and writing, play is absolutely crucial.  
Play engages kids naturally, allowing them to 
use all the “tools” they have within to learn in 
deep, meaningful, lasting ways. 

Kids may not notice that built into the fabric 
of HangArt are carefully selected words, an 
intentionally chosen font, creative play centers, 
and culturally diverse illustrations. It is sort 
of like we hid the healthiest food inside their 
favorite treat. That is why I am so excited 
for HangArt.  This learning app is just what 
we parents and teachers are hoping for—a 
research-based, carefully chosen, playful 
experience that supports key literacy skills. 

“HangArt is a literacy playground, a trio of playful experiences 
that engages our little word learners, artists, and storytellers. It 
helps build the essential skills all kids need for reading and writing. 
While children learn new words when they Play Hangman, draw 
pictures to pair with those new words in the Word Gallery, and 
create stories in the Story Studio, we grownups can admire the 
beautiful growth in literacy that HangArt is nurturing.”

Patty McGee is the author of the 
forthcoming book Feedback that 
Moves Writers Forward (Corwin 
Literacy) and a Literacy Consultant with 
Gravity Goldberg, LLC. Her passion and 
vision is to create learning environments 
where teachers and students discover 
their true potential and power. 


